
AP Human Geography
Date Lesson

Monday
08/20/2018

Standards
I.A.1.a Geographic information provides context for understanding spatial relationships and human-
environment interaction.
I.B Geography offers a set of concepts, skills, and tools that facilitate critical thinking and problem solving.
I.B.1 Explain major geographical concepts underlying the geographic perspective.
I.B.1.a Geographical concepts include location, place, scale, space, pattern, nature and society, networks,
flows, regionalization, and globalization.
I.B.2.a Landscape analysis (e.g., field observations, photographic interpretations) provides a context for
understanding the location of people, places, regions, and events; human-environment relationships; and
interconnections between and among places and regions.
I.C Geographical skills provide a foundation for analyzing world patterns and processes
I.C.1 Use spatial thinking to analyze the human organization of space.
I.C.1.a People apply spatial concepts to interpret and understand population and migration; cultural patterns
and processes; political organization of space; agriculture, food production, and rural land use;
industrialization and economic development; and cities and urban land use.
I.C.2 Use and interpret maps.
I.C.2.a Maps are used to represent and identify spatial patterns and processes at different scales.
I.C.2.b Types of maps include reference maps (e.g., physical and political maps) and thematic maps (e.g.,
choropleth, dot, graduated symbol, isoline, cartogram).
I.C.2.c All map projections (e.g., Mercator, polar) inevitably distort spatial relationships (e.g., shape, area,
distance, direction).
I.C.9 Analyze changing interconnections among places.
I.D.1 Use and interpret geospatial data.
I.D Use of geospatial technologies, such as GIS, remote sensing, global positioning systems (GPS), and
online maps
I.D.1.a Geospatial technologies include geographic information systems (GIS), satellite navigation systems
(e.g., global positioning system), remote sensing, and online mapping and visualization.
I.D.1.b Geospatial data (e.g., census data, satellite imagery) is used at all scales for personal (e.g.,
navigation), business (e.g., marketing), and governmental (e.g., environmental planning) purposes.
I.E Sources of geographical information and ideas: the field, census data, online data, aerial photography,
and satellite imagery
II.A.1.b Physical factors (e.g., climate, land forms, water bodies) and human factors (e.g., cultural,
economic, historical, political) influence the distribution of population.

Lesson / Instruction
1. Harkness Discussions
2. Net Neutrality for English class (10 minutes)
3. Maps and mapping issues
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Tuesday
08/21/2018

Standards
I.A.1.a Geographic information provides context for understanding spatial relationships and human-
environment interaction.
I.B Geography offers a set of concepts, skills, and tools that facilitate critical thinking and problem solving.
I.B.1 Explain major geographical concepts underlying the geographic perspective.
I.B.1.a Geographical concepts include location, place, scale, space, pattern, nature and society, networks,
flows, regionalization, and globalization.
I.B.2.a Landscape analysis (e.g., field observations, photographic interpretations) provides a context for
understanding the location of people, places, regions, and events; human-environment relationships; and
interconnections between and among places and regions.
I.C Geographical skills provide a foundation for analyzing world patterns and processes
I.C.1 Use spatial thinking to analyze the human organization of space.
I.C.1.a People apply spatial concepts to interpret and understand population and migration; cultural patterns
and processes; political organization of space; agriculture, food production, and rural land use;
industrialization and economic development; and cities and urban land use.
I.C.2 Use and interpret maps.
I.C.2.a Maps are used to represent and identify spatial patterns and processes at different scales.
I.C.2.b Types of maps include reference maps (e.g., physical and political maps) and thematic maps (e.g.,
choropleth, dot, graduated symbol, isoline, cartogram).
I.C.2.c All map projections (e.g., Mercator, polar) inevitably distort spatial relationships (e.g., shape, area,
distance, direction).
I.C.9 Analyze changing interconnections among places.
I.D.1 Use and interpret geospatial data.
I.D Use of geospatial technologies, such as GIS, remote sensing, global positioning systems (GPS), and
online maps
I.D.1.a Geospatial technologies include geographic information systems (GIS), satellite navigation systems
(e.g., global positioning system), remote sensing, and online mapping and visualization.
I.D.1.b Geospatial data (e.g., census data, satellite imagery) is used at all scales for personal (e.g.,
navigation), business (e.g., marketing), and governmental (e.g., environmental planning) purposes.
I.E Sources of geographical information and ideas: the field, census data, online data, aerial photography,
and satellite imagery
II.A.1.b Physical factors (e.g., climate, land forms, water bodies) and human factors (e.g., cultural,
economic, historical, political) influence the distribution of population.

Lesson / Instruction
1. Map Quiz: North America, Central America, South America, Caribbean
2.
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Wednesday
08/22/2018

Standards
I.A.1.a Geographic information provides context for understanding spatial relationships and human-
environment interaction.
I.B Geography offers a set of concepts, skills, and tools that facilitate critical thinking and problem solving.
I.B.1 Explain major geographical concepts underlying the geographic perspective.
I.B.1.a Geographical concepts include location, place, scale, space, pattern, nature and society, networks,
flows, regionalization, and globalization.
I.B.2.a Landscape analysis (e.g., field observations, photographic interpretations) provides a context for
understanding the location of people, places, regions, and events; human-environment relationships; and
interconnections between and among places and regions.
I.C Geographical skills provide a foundation for analyzing world patterns and processes
I.C.1 Use spatial thinking to analyze the human organization of space.
I.C.1.a People apply spatial concepts to interpret and understand population and migration; cultural patterns
and processes; political organization of space; agriculture, food production, and rural land use;
industrialization and economic development; and cities and urban land use.
I.C.2 Use and interpret maps.
I.C.2.a Maps are used to represent and identify spatial patterns and processes at different scales.
I.C.2.b Types of maps include reference maps (e.g., physical and political maps) and thematic maps (e.g.,
choropleth, dot, graduated symbol, isoline, cartogram).
I.C.2.c All map projections (e.g., Mercator, polar) inevitably distort spatial relationships (e.g., shape, area,
distance, direction).
I.C.9 Analyze changing interconnections among places.
I.D.1 Use and interpret geospatial data.
I.D Use of geospatial technologies, such as GIS, remote sensing, global positioning systems (GPS), and
online maps
I.D.1.a Geospatial technologies include geographic information systems (GIS), satellite navigation systems
(e.g., global positioning system), remote sensing, and online mapping and visualization.
I.D.1.b Geospatial data (e.g., census data, satellite imagery) is used at all scales for personal (e.g.,
navigation), business (e.g., marketing), and governmental (e.g., environmental planning) purposes.
I.E Sources of geographical information and ideas: the field, census data, online data, aerial photography,
and satellite imagery
II.A.1.b Physical factors (e.g., climate, land forms, water bodies) and human factors (e.g., cultural,
economic, historical, political) influence the distribution of population.
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Thursday
08/23/2018

Standards
I.A.1.a Geographic information provides context for understanding spatial relationships and human-
environment interaction.
I.B Geography offers a set of concepts, skills, and tools that facilitate critical thinking and problem solving.
I.B.1 Explain major geographical concepts underlying the geographic perspective.
I.B.1.a Geographical concepts include location, place, scale, space, pattern, nature and society, networks,
flows, regionalization, and globalization.
I.B.2.a Landscape analysis (e.g., field observations, photographic interpretations) provides a context for
understanding the location of people, places, regions, and events; human-environment relationships; and
interconnections between and among places and regions.
I.C Geographical skills provide a foundation for analyzing world patterns and processes
I.C.1 Use spatial thinking to analyze the human organization of space.
I.C.1.a People apply spatial concepts to interpret and understand population and migration; cultural patterns
and processes; political organization of space; agriculture, food production, and rural land use;
industrialization and economic development; and cities and urban land use.
I.C.2 Use and interpret maps.
I.C.2.a Maps are used to represent and identify spatial patterns and processes at different scales.
I.C.2.b Types of maps include reference maps (e.g., physical and political maps) and thematic maps (e.g.,
choropleth, dot, graduated symbol, isoline, cartogram).
I.C.2.c All map projections (e.g., Mercator, polar) inevitably distort spatial relationships (e.g., shape, area,
distance, direction).
I.C.9 Analyze changing interconnections among places.
I.D.1 Use and interpret geospatial data.
I.D Use of geospatial technologies, such as GIS, remote sensing, global positioning systems (GPS), and
online maps
I.D.1.a Geospatial technologies include geographic information systems (GIS), satellite navigation systems
(e.g., global positioning system), remote sensing, and online mapping and visualization.
I.D.1.b Geospatial data (e.g., census data, satellite imagery) is used at all scales for personal (e.g.,
navigation), business (e.g., marketing), and governmental (e.g., environmental planning) purposes.
I.E Sources of geographical information and ideas: the field, census data, online data, aerial photography,
and satellite imagery
II.A.1.b Physical factors (e.g., climate, land forms, water bodies) and human factors (e.g., cultural,
economic, historical, political) influence the distribution of population.
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Friday
08/24/2018

Standards
I.A.1.a Geographic information provides context for understanding spatial relationships and human-
environment interaction.
I.B Geography offers a set of concepts, skills, and tools that facilitate critical thinking and problem solving.
I.B.1 Explain major geographical concepts underlying the geographic perspective.
I.B.1.a Geographical concepts include location, place, scale, space, pattern, nature and society, networks,
flows, regionalization, and globalization.
I.B.2.a Landscape analysis (e.g., field observations, photographic interpretations) provides a context for
understanding the location of people, places, regions, and events; human-environment relationships; and
interconnections between and among places and regions.
I.C Geographical skills provide a foundation for analyzing world patterns and processes
I.C.1 Use spatial thinking to analyze the human organization of space.
I.C.1.a People apply spatial concepts to interpret and understand population and migration; cultural patterns
and processes; political organization of space; agriculture, food production, and rural land use;
industrialization and economic development; and cities and urban land use.
I.C.2 Use and interpret maps.
I.C.2.a Maps are used to represent and identify spatial patterns and processes at different scales.
I.C.2.b Types of maps include reference maps (e.g., physical and political maps) and thematic maps (e.g.,
choropleth, dot, graduated symbol, isoline, cartogram).
I.C.2.c All map projections (e.g., Mercator, polar) inevitably distort spatial relationships (e.g., shape, area,
distance, direction).
I.C.9 Analyze changing interconnections among places.
I.D.1 Use and interpret geospatial data.
I.D Use of geospatial technologies, such as GIS, remote sensing, global positioning systems (GPS), and
online maps
I.D.1.a Geospatial technologies include geographic information systems (GIS), satellite navigation systems
(e.g., global positioning system), remote sensing, and online mapping and visualization.
I.D.1.b Geospatial data (e.g., census data, satellite imagery) is used at all scales for personal (e.g.,
navigation), business (e.g., marketing), and governmental (e.g., environmental planning) purposes.
I.E Sources of geographical information and ideas: the field, census data, online data, aerial photography,
and satellite imagery
II.A.1.b Physical factors (e.g., climate, land forms, water bodies) and human factors (e.g., cultural,
economic, historical, political) influence the distribution of population.
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